Klasse: 8e
Fach: Englisch
Hausaufgaben zu dieser Woche (Lösungen):
TB p. 73, ex. 7 a) & c)
a)

-

Which verbs do not change in meaning (and can be used with a gerund and an infinitive)? Lösung:
begin, like, prefer, start, love, hate
What’s the difference in meaning?
remember to take my compass à Ich denke daran, den Kompass einzupacken, damit …
remember packing my compass à Ich erinnere mich, dass ich meinen Kompass eingepackt habe

c)
- to have, eating
- seeing, to bring
- spending, to give
- climbing, to climb
- to get, killing
- wearing, to help
WB p. 49, ex. 6
her to send photos to his cell phone
her to go to the gym
her to tell him
her to do a different activity
her to forget him
WB p. 49, ex. 8
the best person to go
the first problem to deal with
the last to cross
the worst place to have
the only thing to do
WB p. 50, ex. 11
that mean risking
continues doing
remember reading
forget to put on
Vocab à finish unit 4 (last words: the adjectives on p. 169)

RULES:
to stop/to go on + gerund
à beschreibt die Handlung, die abgebrochen oder fortgeführt wird
to stop/to go on + infinitive
à drückt die Absicht aus, etwas Neues zu tun
to forget/to remember + gerund
à Aktion hat stattgefunden, Erinnerung
to forget/to remember + infinitive
à bezeichnet die Handlung, die noch bevorsteht (like rules)
to mean + gerund
à „bedeuten“
to mean + infinitive
à „wollen, beabsichtigen“
to try + gerund
à „Probier‘s mal damit.“
to try + infinitive
à etwas wird „versucht“

Watch and listen carefully.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oYx_p8N7WH4
Answer the following questions:
What is your first impression?
What could the movie be about?
à Take notes!
1)
2)

TB p. 70, ex. 1 & 2 à take notes again
Discuss whether you think reading movie reviews is really helpful or not.
USEFUL PHRASES
Personally, I think / I feel / I guess…
In my view.... / In my eyes....
From my perspective...
What I mean is....
Some people say that....
It is generally accepted that...
I believe.... / I suppose....
According to me.... / In my opinion....
It seems to me that....
As far as I’m concerned....
I’d like to point out that....
Well, it is considered that....
My impression is that....

3)

Would you watch the movie? Explain why.

Write your own movie review.
Think about a movie you’ve watched. Try to look up the most important information about the film on the internet.
Don’t forget to include the different parts and elements of a review (title, year, running time, director, plot, your
personal rating à TB p. 70).

